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disruptive change. Clean Tech Innovations, a new website dedicated to the latest information about the technology, has released a video detailing
why it believes solar technology is the future. “There is abundant, renewable and absolutely free energy in the sun, and solar energy is the future.
It is time to stop believing in the myths of fossil fuels,” said He Man Owen, the site’s creator. “We have to get out of our modern day energy carbon

trap, and harness the sun for energy.” The site claims that solar energy is the most cost-effective energy source in the world today, and with the
sun’s rays shining all day, every day, all year, it can be converted to power in around three hours. “Solar panels use no fuel, no emissions, no

emissions of any type, and its movement is completely renewable,” said Owen. “Energy from the sun is the most abundant source of energy we
have on this planet, it is a constant source of energy, and there are no limits to the potential of solar energy.” “Wind and solar are the two cleanest
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energy sources, and they’re also the easiest to use,” said Jack Davis, Founder of Clean Tech Innovations. “
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